Associative memory models, in theoretical neuro-and computer sciences, can generally store a sublinear number of memories. We show that using quantum annealing for recall tasks endows associative memory models with exponential storage capacities. Theoretically, we obtain the radius of attractor basins, R(N ), and the capacity, C(N ), of such a scheme and their tradeoffs. Our calculations establish that for randomly chosen memories the capacity of a model using the Hebbian learning rule with recall via quantum annealing is exponential in the size of the problem, C(N ) = O(e C 1 N ), C1 ≥ 0, and succeeds on randomly chosen memory sets with a probability of (1−e
I. INTRODUCTION
Associative memory models (AMM) are supervised learning models for the brain and reconstruct memories -desired configurations of quiescent and firing neurons -from input data that has only incomplete or incorrect information [1] . To this end, the Hopfield network [1, 2] is a well established paradigm for associative memory where neurons are treated as binary threshold units [3] with their interconnections described by real weights. The network can be trained to memorise patterns -called learning -via different algorithms [4] which evaluate the connection strengths based on the set of these fundamental memories. Once a network has learnt a certain number of patterns it should recall an initial (possibly imperfect) bit string configuration to a stored pattern which had maximum overlap with the initial state, and this is interpreted as successful recognition. Each distinct combination of a learning rule and recall method corresponds to a different associative memory model. Even in the canonical setting for Hopfield networks, where the neurons are considered to be classical Ising spins, succesful memory recall amounts to global minimization of an cost (energy) function over the possible collective spin configurations [2, 5, 6] . The classical dynamical update rules however do not guarantee that this global minimum is indeed reached -often the asymptotic state is a local energy minimum [7] . While AMMs trace their origins to theoretical neuroscience, they have been widely considered in the classical setting, and an area of active current research in the quantum setting, in the context of content-addressable memories [8] , machine learning [9, 10] , artificial neural networks [11, 12] and neuromorphic computing [13] .
In this work we demonstrate the use of quantum annealing (QA) [14, 15] for recalling stored memories in AMMs.
QA is a non-universal form of adiabatic quantum computation (AQC) [16] that solves hard optimization problems [17] by encoding the solution into the lowest energy state of a problem-defined Hamiltonian. The search for the global energy minimum is assisted via quantum tunneling across barriers in the energy landscape which reduces the chances of getting trapped in local minima [18] . Leveraging the robustness [19, 20] of open-system AQC, QA has become a promising scalable quantum sub-routine for the solution of practical computational problems [17, 21] using currently available technology [22] .
By casting the problem of succesful memory recall in associative memory models as one of finding the spin configuration corresponding to the global energy minimum under a Hamiltonian, determined in part by the stored memories and partially by the imperfect input memory, one can hope to use QA for recall tasks in AMM. Just as in the classical AMM case, the memories are encoded as the weights of a fully connected network of spins -qubits in our case. However, in contrast to the classical case, the probe memories are input to the system as local field biases on the qubits and not as their initial values. We show that using QA for recall tasks [23, 24] in associative memory models, with any learning rule that does not discriminate against any of the fundamental stored memories, leads to an exponential storage capacity for randomly chosen memories and succeeds, over random choices of fundamental memory sets, with a probability approaching unity exponentially in the problem size. We also demonstrate an implementation of quantum annealing recall in an associative memory model with the Hebbian learning rule on a programmable quantum annealing device -the Dwave processor [22, 25] . Our results are valid for completey general Hopfield networks and may be contrasted with purely classical schemes for AMMs that require special pattern classes or connectivity structures [26] in order to achieve super-polynomial capacity.
The paper has three following sections with the theoretical setup described in Sec. (II), implementation results with the Dwave processor in Sec. (III) and concludes with a discussion in Sec. (IV).
II. THEORETICAL SETUP
Here, the framework of Hopfield networks is first discussed in subsec. (II A) along with its use in AMMs. We then describe the process of quantum annealing from the perspective of finding ground states of classical Hamiltonians in subsec. (II B). Followed by a discussion of how quantum annealing may be used for recall tasks in AMM, subsec. (II C). As with any update rule in the classical setting only those input probe memories which lie within a certain maximum Hamming distance from any of the stored fundamental memories -the radius of attraction -may be successfully recalled using QAR-AMM which is discussed in subsec. (II D). Finally, we obtain the capacity of the total scheme where the learning is done via the Hebbian rule with quantum annealing recall in subsec. (II E) and show the tradeoff between the capacity and the size of the radius of attraction. In the same section we discuss the probability of our scheme succeeding over randomly chosen fundamental memory sets.
A. Hopfield network and Associative memory
The Hopfield network (HN) is a fully connected graph K N of interacting binary state 'neurons' {S i = ±1} i=1,2...,N whose weights, W ij , encode the bit strings (of size N ) that form its memory M ∶= {ξ µ } µ=1,...,p . Given the set of memories, M , the use of different learning rules lead to different entries W ij for the weight matrix. In this paper we consider the Hebbian learning rule whose weights W ij for i ≠ j are given by,
The Hebbian learning rule [27] has the characteristics of being local, incremental and immediate. Locality here means that a connection weight depends only on the state of the spins across the connection. Incrementality implies that new memories can be learnt without referring to previously learnt memories and immediate means that the connection weights for any number of memories can be obtained in a finite number of steps. The absolute storage capacitiy C(N ) defined as the number of memories one can store in a network of size N when perfect recall accuracy is desired is C(N ) = N 2 log(N ) for the Hebbian rule [28] .
In conjunction with a learning rule a Hopfield network may be used as an associative memory model i.e. as a content addressable memory where given an initial configuration of neurons S I ∈ {0, 1} N (considered the input or probe memory vector) the dynamics of the network ideally results in a final network configuration S F which is some stored memory (also called fundamental memory) ξ ∈ M that was closest in Hamming distance from the original configuration S I . This dynamic is implemented as an update rule for the spins,
where S i (t + 1) is the value of spin i in the timestep after t. One can understand the attractor dynamics as a search for a global energy minimum by attaching an energy value to a configuration of spins S = (S 1 , S 2 , ..., S N ) in the network through the definition,
where θ i is the threshold value for spin i in the network. The Markovian dynamics generated by the rule (2) ensures that E(S) is non-increasing during the evolution. The asymptotic fixed point is thus (at least) a local minimum and the corresponding spin configuration is a stable attractor for the dynamics. The local threshold values θ i can serve to bias (or even freeze) certain spin values to the ones desired.
B. Quantum annealing
Quantum annealing (QA) is a finite temperature, nonuniversal form of Adiabatic Quantum computation (AQC) useful for solving hard optimization problems. Given the cost function, Cost(X) ∶ {0, 1} n → R, of an optimization problem, QA finds the configuration, X, a vector of Boolean variables obtained after a qubit-wise read out of a quantum statethat minimizes Cost(X). Thus QA can also be understood as the quantum couterpart of simulated annealing [29] . In general, the cost function can be encoded as a Hamiltonian operatorĤ P whose ground state encodes the solution to the computational problem. Of interest in QA is the final ground state of the time dependent Hamiltonian,
which undergoes annealing as the classical control process takes the parameters from (effectively),
where, T anneal is the duration of the annealing process. The expectation is that the ground state of the initial HamiltonianĤ I is easilyprepared and annealing takes it to the ground state of the final HamiltonianĤ P which can also be read out easily to yield the solution. QA requires that the HamiltonianĤ P be diagonal in the computational basis which means that the process of reading out the final state does not introduce any further complexity to the computational problem beyond requirements of adiabaticity [16, 20] during the anneal process. In practice, for the specific QA device we use, Sec. (III), QA at nonzero temperature T starts in the limit of strong transverse field terms inĤ I and weakĤ P , i.e. A(0) ≫ max{k B T, B(0)}, with the initial ground state close to an equal superposition of all computational basis states of the qubits in the problem. Monotonically decreasing A(t) and increasing B(t) takes the system (close) to the ground state ofĤ P as at the final time
The QA process relies on the quantum adiabatic theoremthus the annealing duration T anneal has to be sufficiently large and the temperature T of the system sufficiently high to prevent diabatic transitions away from the instantaneous ground state of H(t). For any given problem, i.e. H P , the initial Hamiltonian H I and the temporal dependence of A(t), B(t) -the minimum required values for T anneal and the maximum allowed value of T are determined by the inverse energy gap between the instantaneous ground state and the first excited state of H(t) at any t ∈ [0, T anneal ].
C. Recall tasks in AMM using Quantum Annealing
The energy function (3) of a HN admits a physical interpretation as the Hamiltonian operator of a spin-glass problem (with local field terms) [30] where the binary-state neurons may be treated as Ising spins interacting with each other via their couplings J ij = W ij and the threshold values may be interpreted as local fields h i = θ i . By making the correspondence S i ↦σ z i the energy function (3) may be identified with the Hamiltonian operator,
for the system whose set of ground states (the set containing all the degenerate lowest energy states) encodes the configurations the network has committed to its memory. If an eigenvector χ⟩ ofĤ is an element of the set of ground states then the corresponding bit string χ with entries χ i = ⟨χ σ z i χ⟩, is a memory state only if χ corresponds to one of the stored memories, i.e. χ ∈ M , otherwise it is a spurious state [2, 7] and corresponds to incorrect memory recall. Since the memories are all encoded only in the coupling terms between different spins we callĤ mem ∶= − ∑ i>j J ijσ z iσ z j the memory Hamiltonian whereas, as we show below, the local field term can be used to probe memory recall using an input state and hence is called the probe term i.e.Ĥ probe ∶= ∑ i h iσ z i . We use the HamiltonianĤ AM as the final problem Hamiltonian in Eq. (4), i.e.Ĥ P =Ĥ AM , with the probe memory part dependent on an input string χ, of length n ∶= χ , 0 ≤ n ≤ N , given bŷ
where h > 0 is some overall scale. Thus,
While the memory hamiltonianĤ mem is degenerate for all stored memories ξ µ ⟩ ∈ M, the probe HamiltonianĤ probe breaks this degeneracy as follows,
where n is the length of the input probe bit string and 0 ≤ d µ χ ≤ n is the Hamming distance between the input bit string χ and the bit string ξ µ corresponding to the memory eigenvector ξ µ ⟩. Eq. (6) implies that the probe Hamiltonian energetically orders the stored memories according to their Hamming distances from the input bit string. We thus have a scheme for a quantum annealing implementation of an AMM using Eqs. (4) and (5) . Starting from the ground state of an arbitrary initial HamiltonianĤ I (generally fixed by experimental limitations) if one can tune the temporal evolution ofĤ(t) to arrive at the final Hamiltonian H P =Ĥ AM while maintaining conditions of adiabaticity then the final ground state should be the memory we hoped to recover. We call this scheme quantum annealing recall in associative memory models (QAR-AMM).
The requirement that the energy, relative to the Hamiltonian (5), for any input probe vector that is not one of the fundamental memories be greater than for any of the fundamental memories leads to a bound on the maximum value of the field strength h for successful recall,
This maximum field strength can be shown to depend on the number of random memories stored and the Hamming distances of the input probe memory from the stored fundamental memories in general, however when the fundamental memories are mutually orthogonal to each other i.e. every pairwise Hamming distances is N 2, this maximum value evaluates to, see Appendix. (A),
If we restrict ourselves to working with positive field biases then we get that for succesfully recalling a memory the allowed values of h are 0 < h < max µ h µ χ,max .
D. Radius of attraction using QAR-AMM.
The memory Hamiltonian,Ĥ mem , part ofĤ AM has a global spin flip symmetry which implies that for each memory eigenket ξ µ ⟩ ∈ M the spin-flipped state ξ µ ⟩ = ⊗ N i=1σ
x i ξ µ ⟩ -which would be a spurious state for purposes of memory recall -is also degenerate with respect toĤ mem . While the probe Hamiltonian breaks the degeneracy of memory states ξ µ ⟩ ∈ M in the desired manner, we find that it also shifts the energy of these spurious spin-flipped states in the reverse manner,
i.e., spurious states that are further from the input memory in Hamming distance have lower energies w.r.t.Ĥ probe . This means that for a set of p memories if a given input state χ⟩ is nearest to ξ µ ⟩ and furthest from ξ ν ⟩ at Hamming distances d χ ) then by requiring that the energy w.r.t.Ĥ probe of the nearest memory state be lower than that of the lowest energy spurious state we arrive at the condition,
which along with the definition d
are attracted to the closest fundamental memory and thus defines its basin of attraction. Further, using the triangle inequality for Hamming distances we can also lower bound the sum d (9) 1 ,
which describes the set of all input vectorsχ that can be successfully recalled using QAR-AMM. Clearly for smaller d(n) values there are a larger number of states within the attraction basin. Intuitively, this implies that for set M of memory vectors with a smaller span in Hamming distances, but well separated within this span, the QA-AMM scheme works well. On the other hand for n = N if, for example, d(N ) = N , meaning that both a bit string and its negation are in the memory set, then the scheme fails.
E. Capacity, Attraction Basin size and tradeoffs
The capacity C(N ) of a model for associative memory for bit strings of length N is defined as the number of randomly chosen bit strings that may be stored in the network with the requirement that these states be stable fixed points under the dynamics dictated by the update rule for the spins. Thus in the classical setting the capacity depends on the learning rule as well as the update rule for network dynamics. This is true using the QAR-AMM for memory recall as well.
In our scheme, when the memories are randomly chosen in a balanced manner, i.e. the probability of a bit being 1(−1) in any of the p memories is .5(.5), there is a finite probability that an input probe memory χ which even though is within the basin of attraction of a fundamental memory fails to be recalled correctly because its distance from the furthest mem-
The probability of this happening can be made to approach zero exponentially in the size N provided the radius of attraction (10) is reduced by a constant fraction of N from the one given in Eq. (10) . Allowing for this non-zero failure probability at any finite N -the capacity turns out to be exponential in the size of the problem.
To calculate the capacity we consider a set of p fundamental memory vectors, The probability that this happens for any one other fundamental memory ξ µ , µ ≠ 1 is given by [31] ,
where x = tN, 0 ≤ t < .5. Intuitively this means that as the radius of the attraction basin is allowed to decrease by Hamming size x = tN , the probability of the scheme succeeding when there are only two stored memories approaches unity exponentially in N . Since the memories are independently chosen -the probability that all the (p − 1) memories apart from the one which has Hamming distance d
If we now require that having stored p fundamental memories our scheme succeeds with probability at least γ, i.e. (P * ) p−1 ≥ γ, then taking the logarithm of both sides we obtain a bound on the number of memories the network can possibly store,
We demand that asymptotically in N we get perfect recall and require that this approach be exponential. Then we have that,
Then, using a small z approximation for log(1 − z) ≃ −z and Eqs. (12, 14) in Ineq. (13) we get,
where C 1 = t 2 (.5 + t) − C 2 . Eq. (15) thus implies an exponential capacity for 0 ≤ C 2 ≤ t 2 (.5 + t). There is also a tradeoff between the size of the attraction basin and the capacity, just as in the classical setting [32] , which can be seen by obtaining the relationship between the constants C 1 , C 2 in terms of the radius of the basins of at- Note that ideally one would want both C 1 , C 2 to be as large as possible because, respectively, they represent the exponent for the exponential capacity and the probability for QAR-AMM to succeed. However, the R.H.S. of Eq. (16) is a positive valued monotonically decreasing function of f . Thus smaller values of f would imply higher capacity and scheme success probability but smaller radii of attraction basins and vice versa.
III. QUANTUM ANNEALING RECALL WITH A PROGRAMMABLE QUANTUM ANNEALER.
In this section we present results from experimental implementations of the QAR-AMM on the Dwave quantum annealing processor. In Subsec. (III A) we describe the Dwave quantum annealing processor and the settings we use, a description of the required embedding of our fully connected networks onto the native qubit connectivity on the processor chip in subsec. (III B) and finally examples of memory recall using quantum annealing in subsec. (III C).
A. Experimental Setup
To demonstrate associative memory recall using quantum annealing we use the second generation of the commercially available Dwave processors [22] , DW2, with 512 qubits of which 476 qubits are effectively available. These qubits form the nodes of the so-called "Chimera" graph shown in Fig. (1) .
The engineering and physics of the processor chip has been extensively discussed in the literature [33, 34] and references therein. In this paragraph we briefly touch upon some features that are relevant to our problem. The DW2 chip comprises of superconducting rf SQUID flux qubits interacting with each other via Josephson junctions and is maintained at a base temperature of T ≃ 15mK in a dilution refrigerator. A classical program supplies the problem Hamiltonian to the chip via the N × N matrix of coupling values, J ij , and a N × 1 vector of field strength, h i , values. These final J ij , h i values are achieved on the processor at the end of the user set annealing time T anneal which can be set at integer values between 20 µs to 20, 000 µs with the default value being 20 µs. The time to wait after this programming, called thermalization time, in order for it to cool back to base temperature can be between 0 to 10000 microseconds with the default value being 10000 microseconds. The coupler strengths J ij can be set between J ij ∈ [−1, 1] while the local fields between h i ∈ [−2, 2]. These values go through a non-linear 9-bit analog to digital conversion (ADC) and thus the step size for either is the extent of their range divided by 2 9 -so the J ij values can be set in multiples of 2 −8 while h i in steps of 2 −7 , however there are noise contributions which are important at low values of h, J [35] . The time to wait after each state is read from the processor in order for it to cool back to base temperature is 0µs as the readout process is not supposed to supply any thermal noise.
For our experiments -to minimize diabatic transitions due to finite annealing times we use the maximum allowed annealing time T anneal = 20, 000 µs and the maximum allowed thermalization time of 10, 000 µs. Further, we choose a problem defined on N = 2 4 qubits so that the values of J ij = O(2 −4 ), given by the Hebbian weight matrix Eq. (1), are much larger compared to its resolution.
B. Embedding fully connected Hopfield networks in Chimera
A major step in solving a problem on the Dwave Two computer is mapping a generic Ising problem Hamiltonian, such asĤ AM , to the Dwave's native chimera graph which is a composition of K 4,4 graphs (complete bipartite graph with 4 vertices in each partition) -an instance of the minor embedding problem which is NP-complete [36] . A problem can be embedded in more than one way. The Dwave API provides the function 'find embedding(J)' that uses a heuristic algorithm to perform the embedding which works reliably when the number of logical qubits, N , is under 50. The input argument to function is the N × N coupling matrix, J, and the algorithm looks at the adjacency matrix derived from, J, to obtain a possible embedding [37] . Asymptotically, roughly N completely-connected logical qubits may be embedded on a hardware chimera graph of N 2 physical qubits. On the particular 512-qubit DW2 processor we use, only 476 qubits are available to be programmed as shown in Fig. (1) , the remaining qubits being unusable due to hardware faults. We note that not all problems require complete graphs hence larger nontrivial problem graphs can be embedded depending on which A vertical slice at any fixed value of h is the spectrum of the problem HamiltonianĤ P =ĤAM for the p-fundamental memories plus the input probe memory.
problem is being attempted. For example, the problem graph for the graph isomorphism problem on a Dwave machine is not a complete graph [21] nor are certain restrictions [26] to the canonical Hopfield networks. When a problem is embedded on a hardware graph, a logical qubit is represented by a ferromagnetic chain of physical qubits. Ideally, after annealing, all the physical qubits are in the same state carrying the value of the state of the logical qubit. In reality, the chain tends to break down more often when it becomes longer, i.e., some physical spins corresponding to the same logical variable do not agree. In this scenario, one needs to use gauge averaging [25] , majority voting [21] or the more general quantum error-correcting schemes [38] .
For the representative example discussed in the next subsection we have not implemented any error-correction strategy. This lets us discuss the raw implementation of QAR-AMM with respect to the theory in the previous section.
C. Representative example
We demonstrate the actual implementation of the QAR-AMM scheme using the Dwave quantum annealing hardware by describing a representative example with three stored fundamental memories of length N = 16. These are, ξ 1 ∶ (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1) , (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, −1, −1, −1, −1, −1, −1, −1, −1) , (1, 1, 1, 1, −1, −1, −1, −1, −1, −1, −1, −1, 1, 1, 1, 1) , which are stored using the Hebbian rule (1) in a network of 16 × 16 fully connected interacting qubits. The DW2 provided software tool is used to find an embedding onto the native "chimera" graph on the chip. This requires only 133 physical qubits for embedding. Each of the 16 logical qubits are 
whose Hamming distances from the fundamental memories are d
The energies of the fundamental memoriesξ 1 ,ξ 2 ,ξ 3 and input memoryχ w.r.t. the final problem Hamiltonian,Ĥ P , usingχ from Expression (17) to determine the probe Hamiltonian part,Ĥ probe in Eq. (6) , are shown in Fig. (2) . We expect the bound on the maximum field strength (7) to be h µ χ,max = .75 obtained for µ = 3 (closest memory in Hamming distance), but test the success probability of recall using quantum annealing at increasing values of h starting from h = 2 −5 to, well beyond h µ χ,max , upto h = 1.2 in linear steps of 2 −5 . At each value of h we anneal a 100 times and the number of times the machine returns the closest memoryξ 3 -expressed as a percentage -gives us the success probability P success , Fig. (3) . We find that the annealing success probability is very close to unity, and can be essentially made 1 if one imposes a majority vote on the percentage, i.e. a percentage value greater than 50 % is understood as success probability of 1 for that particular memory, for most of the allowed region except for very small h values. To understand why this may be so we consider the different sources of error on DW2 in the next paragraph.
How close to perfect recall this empirically determined quantity P success is, depends on several factors [17, 25] . First and foremost, DW2 operates at a non-zero, albeit small, tem-perature of T ≃ 15mK. This means that the quantum states representing two bit strings at a Hamming distance of d ≤ k B T h, with k B -the Boltzmann's constant, from each other should be considered as degenerate w.r.t. the probe HamiltonianĤ probe . This counts as thermal error [39] which is the hardest to mitigate. Secondly, the encoding of logical qubits into ferromagnetic chains of physical qubits, the longer the worse, introduces errors at the emdedding stage -encoding error -that may be reduced by adopting embedding algorithms that minimize qubit chain lengths. Next, the physical implementation of the flux qubits favors an individual spin to align in one direction compared to the opposite direction which introduces the so-called gauge error -which may be suppressed via gauge-averaging [25, 40] . For the specific class of recall tasks in AMMs, gauge-error implies that the same pair, of fundamental memory set and probe vector, may have a different success probability if they are encoded with the signs of all their spins flipped. Finally, short annealing times can also cause diabatic errors [39] that causes higher energy eigenstates to be populated -which we have tried to reduce in our own experiments by using the maximum possible annealing time on the machine, T anneal = 20, 000 µS, in each run in order to ensure that such transitions are minimized. However, we have not analyzed the energy gap ∆ of our problems to determine whether T anneal >> ∆ −1 . For the small h ≤ .15 region in Fig. (3) , which although is well within the bound h µ χ,max = .75 given by Ineq. (7), we observe that the annealing success probability is severely degraded. This is caused by, we suspect, a combination of one or more factors discussed in the previous paragraph. However, the strongest reason might be the thermal noise that dominates at small h values. Note that the actual physical energy that the field strength h represents is obtained by multiplying it with B(t) appearing in the time dependent annealing Hamiltonian (4). The maximum value of B(t) is ≃ 30 GHz at the end of the annealing process starting from close to zero at t = 0. An order of magnitude calculation shows that hB(t) with h = .15 is of the same order of magnitude as k B T with T = 15 mK -for at least half the annealing time. The reduced annealing success probability in this region of h might thus be attributed to thermally caused leakage of population to other energy eigenstates.
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
We have shown that using quantum annealing for recall tasks in Associative memory models can lead to an exponential capacity for storage and this scheme works with probability 1 for sets of randomly chosen memories in the large network size limit. The positive exponents for capacity and that for the scheme success probability have to sum to a decreasing function of the radius of the attraction basins -hence the tradeoff between the radius and the capacity and scheme success probability. Implementation of our scheme on a physical quantum annealing device may suffer thermal, encoding, gauge and diabatic errors that can lead to imperfect recall even when all theoretical conditions for successful recall are met.
The effective experimental success probability is determined empirically and depends on several factors of the physical implementation.
QAR-AMM should work for every learning rule where the memory Hamiltonian is degenerate on all fundamental memory vectors. Even so, one needs to consider certain inherent theoretical limitations that we now point out. The energy degeneracy of the stored memories is lifted by an amount proportional to their Hamming distance from the input memory times the uniform field strength h. The maximum field strength value such that the system does not get overbiased is inversely proportional to the size of the problem, i.e., h µ ξ,max ∼ 1 N [23] . This automatically sets the upper bound for the adiabatic energy gap of the problem because for two fundamental memories differing by a Hamming distance of d -the energy difference w.r.t. the problem Hamiltonian is proportional to d×h µ ξ,max . This means that, at least, for storing a linear number of memories one can expect an efficient adiabatic (annealing) run time, T anneal = O(N α ), α = small positive integer, for the recall task. However, as the number of stored memories approaches, the theoretically achievable, exponential limitthe number of stored memories at the same Hamming distance from the input can grow exponentially -the number of possible stored memories at any distance d is given by the binomial coefficient . This means that the adiabatic energy gap in the exponential storage limit would close, as an inverse exponential, making recall tasks inefficient -time complexity wise. Nevertheless, even a polynomial storage capacity, with a concomitant polynomial QAR-AMM run-time, is a significant improvement (see [26] and references therein) for the case of completely general Hopfield networks considered here.
Going forward, we would like to explore equivalent recall schemes for forgetful learning rules that favor recently added fundamental memories in the learning set to the ones before [32] . There one would like to understand the minimal requirements on the additional types of terms in the problem Hamiltonian those recall schemes would need. Further, we note that the recall process may be considered as an adiabatic quantum error correction operation -a fundamental memory may be understood as a codeword and its basin of attraction as the codespace [41] . Each input memory within the basin of attraction corresponds to a distinct error. The conditional error-correction operation is the unitary obtained as a result of the evolution under the time-dependent annealing Hamiltonian which depends on the input state. Clearly, the scheme of QAR-AMM does not detect errors but only corrects thembut in doing so it greatly enhances the capacity of the classical Hopfield network models. This is yet another instance of a hybrid protocol where partitioning of a computational job into quantum and classical subtasks leads to distinct advantages. However, the question of optimality of such partitioning is still open [21] . Finally, we comment that the QAR-AMM scheme also requires classical pre-processing to minor-embed the problem graph on the Dwave annealing architecture -a step that may be obviated through the use of fully connected quantum annealers as recently proposed in [42] . 
